The extent of the surface area sunlit is critical for radiative energy exchanges and therefore for a wide range of applications that require urban land surface models (ULSM), ranging from human comfort to weather forecasting. Here a computationally demanding shadow casting algorithm is used to assess the capability of a simple single-layer urban canopy model, which assumes an infinitely long rotating canyon (ILC), to reproduce sunlit areas on roofs, walls and roads over central London. Results indicate that the sunlit road areas are well-represented but somewhat smaller using an ILC, while sunlit roofs areas are consistently larger, especially for dense urban areas. The largest deviations from real world sunlit areas are for roofs during mornings and evenings. Sunlit fractions on walls are overestimated using an ILC during mornings and evenings are found. The implications of these errors are dependent on the application targeted. For example, (independent of albedo) ULSMs used in numerical weather prediction applying ILC representation of the urban form will overestimate outgoing shortwave radiation from roofs due to the overestimation of sunlit fraction of the roofs. Complications of deriving height to width ratios from real world data are also discussed.
Introduction
The modelling of exchanges (momentum, water vapour or energy) between the surface and the atmosphere is one of the key challenges for meteorological applications, whether pollutant dispersion, weather forecasting, or climate mitigation studies. For cities, full representation of the complexity of the urban form in models is constrained by computer resources and data availability, making the simplification of the three dimensional geometry a requirement. Grimmond et al. (2011) provide a detailed review of the range of simplifying assumptions made in state-of-the-art urban land surface energy balance models (ULSM), identifying three classes according to the level of detail represented, i.e. slab, single-layer and multi-layer models. The more sophisticated single and multi-layer schemes explicitly represent the urban form in two (or three) dimensions (2 or 3D).
To simulate shortwave energy input to the urban system, assumptions are needed to estimate how much solar radiation reaches the different facets: walls, roofs and roads (e.g. Arnfield, 1982; Masson, 2000; Martilli et al., 2002; Kusaka and Kimura, 2004; Kanda et al., 2005; Harman and Belcher, 2006; Krayenhoff and Voogt, 2007; Schubert et al., 2012) . The fractions of shaded and sunlit surfaces affect the distribution of the direct component of solar radiation, which is the dominant component of shortwave energy input, especially during clear weather situations. The complexity of the models varies from 'simple' where, for example, two perpendicular infinitely long canyons (ILC) are used (Arnfield, 1982) , to 'more complex' where 3D representation of the surface is based on regular building arrays (Kanda et al., 2005) . One common approach used within the single-layer urban canopy model (SLUCM) of Kusaka et al. (2001) and Kusaka and Kimura (2004) is to determine the portion of surface that is sunlit from a simple shadow casting algorithm in conjunction with a rotating ILC (Masson, 2000; Chen et al., 2011; Lemonsu et al., 2012; Loridan and Grimmond, 2012) .
Detailed 3D geographical data for urban areas are becoming more widely available. Techniques such as aircraft mounted LiDAR (Light Detection Aperture Radar) make it possible to derive very high resolution digital surface models (DSM) that describe urban form (e.g. Goodwin et al., 2009; Lindberg and Grimmond, 2011) . This detailed information has been used in studies of urban climate (Lindberg, 2007; Gál and Unger, 2009; Martilli, 2009; Yu et al., 2009) , human thermal comfort (Lindberg et al., 2008; Thorsson et al., 2011) as well as urban planning and architecture (Ratti and Richens, 2004; Ratti, 2005) . The advantage of a high resolution DSM is, as it is very close to a 'real world' representation of the urban environment, that it can be used to study detailed features and phenomena within the city. However, the high level of detail makes it computationally difficult to model very large areas such as whole cities.
The purpose of this paper is to examine how simplifications made with regards to urban form in a typical ULSM impact the representation of shadow patterns in a complex urban setting. This comparison is made from analysis of sunlit fractions derived from two different methods applied in the city centre of London: (i) a simplified approach using an ILC as occurs in a number of ULSMs and (ii) a more detailed approach using high resolution urban DSMs. ULSMs are typically used in meso-or larger area 3-D weather or climate forecasting model; whereas DSMs are typically used in micro-to local scale modelling for human comfort and urban planning. Here we analyse an area of central London (Fig. 1) where both high resolution (1 km 2 ) meso-scale simulations (e.g. Bohnenstengel et al., 2011; Chemel and Sokhi, 2012; Loridan et al., 2013) and detailed analyses of DSMs have been independently studied (e.g. Lindberg and Grimmond, 2011) .
Study area and spatial data
This study focuses on the Central Activity Zone (CAZ, Fig. 1 ) of London, UK, an 'urban heat island action area' and key 'climate change adaptation strategy area' (GLA, 2010) . For SLUCM the analysis is conducted at 1 km horizontal resolution (see Fig. 1 ); this is at the detailed end of the range of resolutions used in state of the art meso-scale modelling. A high resolution DSM was generated from building height and location data across the CAZ, derived from the vector dataset ''Virtual London'' which has ground elevation and building footprints including height attributes (Evans et al., 2006) . Data were converted into a raster DSM with a pixel resolution of 4 m. Typical ULSM model parameters, such as street width, building width and height, were used to estimate sunlit fraction in the ILC case. The Ordnance Survey MasterMap Ò Topography Layer (Ordnance Survey, 2010) was used to derive the built fraction (the combined total of impervious surfaces plus building footprints) and the building area fraction or plan area index (k P ), for each 1 km grid.
For the micro-scale analysis, an airborne LiDAR dataset obtained in the summers of and 2008 (Martin Holt (2011 , Infoterra Ltd., personal communication) is used for an area in the CAZ (Fig. 1 ). This dataset was processed and gridded at 1 m resolution, as described by Lindberg and Grimmond (2011) . This higher spatial resolution LiDAR dataset allows more detailed analyses of shadow patterns and roof structures than the vector-based Virtual London dataset as it assumes flat roofs. Fig. 2 shows the difference between the two datasets around Westminster Abbey and Houses of Parliament.
With the coarser dataset the whole CAZ is examined, whereas only a sub-area is used for the more detailed analyses to keep times reasonable computationally. In this study, vegetation is excluded in the DSMs. 
Implications of scale for urban morphology parameters
Various degrees of simplification are required to describe the urban environment related to scales of application. These range from applications where the city is part of a region (e.g. meso scale weather forecast models or global climate models) with individual sub-units (10 2 to 10 4 m or much coarser) with drastically simplified parameters, to architectural design and engineering for individual properties (10 À2 to 10 0 m) where a close to 'real' world description is required. The trade-off between enhanced resolution, speed of analysis, and level of detail that would enhance the analyses has to be assessed in the context of the specific application. In this section, some of the implications are considered for the height to width (H/W) or aspect ratio parameter as determined from digital surface models (DSMs).
At coarser scales higher resolution processes typically are parameterized and therefore the details of the surface are simplified. Inconsistencies in the description in the urban geometry may arise because of this. If we consider an area just described by its height to width relation, widely used as a simplified measure of urban geometry, the ILC (e.g. Masson, 2000; Kusaka et al., 2001) , an area of cubes or building blocks (e.g. Kanda et al., 2005; Krayenhoff and Voogt, 2007) and a high resolution DSM will all have different areal fractions. For example, if the ILC has a H/W = of 1.0, the plan area index (k P , or area of buildings) is 0.5 ( Fig. 3a) , whereas for cubes the k P is 0.25 (Fig. 3b ), and for a near 'real' world case (i.e. using a high resolution DSM) it could be a range of values (e.g. Fig. 3c ).
Further complications arise when determining the H/W ratio for an area (e.g. 1 km 2 ) from detailed surface information, e.g. a DSM, as it can be done in multiple ways. For a canyon with two buildings (here for simplicity we will treat the objects as buildings) of equal height on either side, the width of the 'street' (again for simplicity the space between the objects is referred to as a street) is perpendicular to the two buildings.
One method is to calculate a mean building height (Z B ) and a mean street width (W S ) giving:
To derive Z B , from a high resolution DSM, all pixels identified as building within the area of interest have their height values averaged (e.g. Fig. 4a ). To objectively derive W S spatial analysis algorithms are required. This study makes use of 'distance allocation algorithms' common in most GIS-software packages. First, the Euclidian distances from buildings are determined, then local maxima are identified. These will be located in-between two (or more) buildings ( Fig. 4c ). Then the distance is multiplied by two to get street width for a particular location (pixel) as shown in Fig. 4c . To obtain W S , all street widths are averaged within the area of interest. Other methods also exist to derive W S , see for example the approach described by Schubert and Grossman-Clarke (2013) who calculate W S as the average of a weighted average distance between walls in the four cardinal directions.
Alternatively, individual street segment (i) width and its adjacent building segment height can be averaged for all street segments within the areal extent in question:
For each i location (pixel) identified as a local distance maxima between building objects, the height information of the building edges z B(i) are allocated to the pixels of local distance maxima. A 3 Â 3 mean kernel filter is used to incorporate different building heights. The allocated building height ( Fig. 4b) is divided by the street width ( Fig. 4c ) giving a local [H/W] i -ratio ( Fig. 4d ). Finally, an average is calculated for all the pixels identified as local maxima pixels within the area of interest. A distance location algorithm identifies the local maxima pixels, and these pixels are used to calculate the local [H/W] i -ratio ( Fig. 4d ) from the information given in Fig. 4a . In order to perform the calculations required in Eq. (2), flat roofs are assumed as the height allocated is the building edge pixels. The Virtual London dataset, mainly used in this study (Section 2), was prepared by assigning all pixels the mean height within each building footprint to ensure the correct height for Eq. (2) is used.
A complication in deriving street widths arises in open areas (e.g. parks, water bodies). The local distance maxima algorithm usually identifies several locations resulting in a 'fishnet structure' (compare the central open space in Fig. 4a and c). This will affect the average H/W-ratios in those areas where large parks, etc. are found (see below in this section). (2), see text for detailed explanation); note that the same locations will also provide the width used in Eq. (1), (e) H/W-ratio (Eq. (1)) versus H/W-ratio (Eq. (2)) for all 72 of the 1 km 2 grids used in this study (o = average; -= median; line represents 25% and 75% quartiles) and (f) frequency distribution of H/W-ratios using Eq. (2) for all the 1 km 2 grids used in this study (0.2 bins of H/W ratio are used). Lines are coloured based on H/W-ratio (Eq. (1)).
Eq. (1) produces slightly higher values of H/W compared to Eq. (2) (Fig. 4e ). The advantage of Eq. (2) method is that the distribution of local H/W values within each area (i.e. 1 km 2 grid in this study) can be determined (Fig. 4f ). The distribution is clearly positively skewed (in this study area), with a larger frequency of low local H/W-ratios, especially in grids with a low mean H/W as derived using Eq. (1). (A normally distributed dataset should have a symmetric S-shaped form.) This is notable for areas with a mean H/W close to 0 (Eq. (1), dark blue in Fig. 4f ). Based on the skewness evident in Fig. 4f , there is a closer 1-1 relation between the median values derived for each grid using Eq. (2) and mean H/W derived from Eq. (1) (Fig. 4e) ; the median values are consistently lower than the mean values derived using Eq. (2). This suggests that a distribution related characteristics may be more useful for characterising larger areas (skewness, kurtosis, median IQR, than through the mean).
Thus the question of how to derive and define the H/W-ratio for large open area using Eq.
(1) and/or Eq. (2) still remains. For example, a large rectangular open area surrounded by buildings could, for example, be described as a street in 'two' directions with two different H/W-ratios (one in each direction). Similarly problematic is the calculation of the H/W-ratio for street intersections. Here the widths for intersections are derived based on the distance allocation approach resulting in different widths within a street intersection ( Fig. 4c ). Thus, it is likely different results will be obtained between analysts and a definitive method is lacking. Another approach to derive H/W-ratio uses the simplified lLC, representative of the real morphology in terms of conserving fluxes of heat and momentum, the lLC is represented by one road, one roof and two walls (Martilli, 2009) . It is reasonable to assume that the simplified morphology should have the same areal fractions of the three components as the real morphology. From this reasoning the fraction of the roof area (k P ) and wall area (k W ), respectively, in the case of the real morphology are:
In the case of the ILC the two fractions can be written as:
Making use of Eqs. (5) and (6), a H/W-ratio for a simple 2D (ILC) derived using real morphology information is derived (Martilli, 2009) :
Deriving wall area from high resolution DSMs is not trivial (see Appendix A). Comparison of the method described in Eq. (1) and that in Eq. (7) is shown in Fig. 5 . The two methods are similar but H/W Eq.7 give slightly larger values for H/W greater than 0.5 and smaller values for H/W-ratios less than 0.5. The discrepancies between the two methods are due to differences found in the width parameter. Areas with very small H/W-ratio, which usually is a result of very large widths (e.g. areas including large park areas etc.) seem not to be captured by the method derived using Eq. (1).
The H/W-ratio is often used as the descriptor of urban geometry to calculate other parameters such as the complete surface or total areal fraction of each facet (viz., road, walls and roofs). However, the H/W-ratio itself does not have an areal extent or relate to a roof area. A parameter such as sunlit fraction (F S ) based on H/W-ratio, can be defined based on multiple characteristics, such as the total sunlit fraction of all surfaces combined, or separately for each surface. Treating the road and roof facets separately permits simple fraction of the sunlit surface for each facet to be calculated. Walls, however, require assumptions about orientation of the canyons. An ILC, with only two walls opposite each other can never have a wall sunlit fraction greater than 50%. Generally, the total sunlit fraction (F S,T ) can be defined:
The total area (A facet T ) of the facets considered becomes key.
Sunlit fractions derived for an ILC
The simplified geometry employed by some urban canopy models allows a representation of sunlit and shadow portions of the roof, road and wall areas. In the Kusaka et al. (2001) SLUCM, solar geometry is computed on an hourly basis and the sun beam is intersected with ILCs aligned in 8 different directions (p/8, p/4, 3p/8, p/2, 5p/8, 3p/4, 7p/8 and p) using the equations given in Kusaka et al. (2001) and Loridan and Grimmond (2012; see their Figs. 3 and 4) .
The shadow patterns, which vary through the day and year, are illustrated for an ILC with a H/W = 1 in Fig. 6 for 21 June (day of year, DOY = 172) in London (51°30 0 28 00 N, 00°07 0 41 00 W). The longest solar day gives the widest range with respect to solar azimuth and elevation. For an ILC the roof is always sunlit during daytime. On 21 June, the sunlit fraction of the walls increases until 9 am. From 9 am to 3 pm, with the sun elevation greater than 45°, one of the two canyon walls is completely sunlit, causing wall fraction to be a constant 0.50. Subsequently it decreases until sunset. The road sunlit fraction peaks, as expected, at noon. The total sunlit fraction (Eq. (7)) has a sharp increase (decrease) at sunrise (sunset) due to the large sunlit fractions on the roof throughout the daytime. In this example, F S,T (London canyon, H/W = 1, DOY = 172) peaks at noon with similar values as sunlit road fractions.
Generation of shadow patterns on urban DSMs
To derive detailed shadow patterns on all facets for a large area (e.g. Greater London), the spatial resolution of a DSM needs to be relatively coarse. However, the shadow patterns on a wall are impacted by the shape of the wall and thus the spatial resolution with its associated detail. Thus in this study a small area is analysed at 1 m resolution to assess the total and individual facet sunlit fractions (Section 6.2.2). A vector based solution to derive shadows is computationally very intensive, and is prohibitive for the extent of the whole city area (as used in the paper). Even the smaller model (1) and (7). Colours based on total facet area/horizontal area (1 km 2 ).
domain used here at 1 m resolution is probably too large to undertake shadow calculations in a vector based approach.
To generate a shadow on a high resolution urban DSM representing a 'real' world urban setting, the altitude and azimuth of a distant light source (the Sun) are specified. Following Ratti and Richens (1999) , 'shadow volumes' are computed by sequentially moving the raster DSM at the azimuth angle of the Sun, reducing the height at each iteration based on the Sun's elevation angle. At each iteration a part of the shadow volume is derived and by taking the maximum of this volume for each iteration the whole shadow volume is built up. This is stored as a new DSM. The map of shadows is determined by subtracting the shadow volume image from the original DSM. A Boolean image is produced where pixels with a negative or zero value are those exposed to sunlight and given a new value of 1, and positive values which are in shade are given a new value of 0. A detailed description of the shadow casting algorithm (SCA) is provided by Ratti and Richens (2004) or Lindberg and Grimmond (2010) .
To derive sunlit fractions on walls, a modified version of the SCA is used. It is relatively straightforward to obtain the height of the shadow when it hits a building wall using an ordinary edge detecting filter (see Appendix A) to identify wall pixels. By dividing the total wall height with the shadow height, the fraction of shadowed wall for each wall pixel is determined (inverse of the sunlit fraction). A wall section is considered to be shadowed if the sun beam falls oblique to that section. This is determined by computing an aspect grid from all wall pixels and comparing it with Sun azimuth. For example, a test casting a shadow from a sun position of 45°altitude and 180°azimuth using an infinite East-West canyon (H/W = 2) resulted in a sunlit wall fraction of 0.25 (south wall in shadow and 50% of the north wall sunlit). One important factor in deriving accurate sunlit factions on walls is the spatial resolution of the DSM used. A coarse resolution DSM introduces biased results as walls are offset by the pixel resolution of the DSM (Fig. 2) . Therefore, the wall sunlit fraction is only derived using the 1 m resolution DSM.
Sunlit fraction results

Infinitely long canyon comparison
First, a comparison between the two schemes, SLUCM and SCA, is performed for an ILC with various H/W-ratios. A 2500 m long and 50 m wide canyon at a pixel resolution of 1 m is gridded and used as input in the SCA method. Building height is altered to create H/W-ratios of 0.5, 1 and 2. A cross section transect in the middle of the model domain (1250 m) is used to derive the shadow patterns. The results for the two different methods are virtually identical for the shadow fraction roofs (mean bias error (MBE) = 0), walls (MBE = À0.00002) and ground (MBE = À0.0001).
The difference in computation time (i.e. computation complexity) between the two schemes is significant and not applicable for comparison since the fundamental dimensions between the two schemes is different. The two dimensional SCA has a main computation complexity of order O n where n is the number of pixels; that is changing the number of rows and columns (by for example increasing the spatial resolution from 1 m to 0.5 m) increases computation time four fold (Lindberg, 2005) . The notation O allows us to describe the behaviour of the relationship between computational time (or space) and input size, without being precise about the scalar multipliers. The algorithm also has a second complexity of O ⁄ m, where m here is the difference between the minimum and maximum height within the DSM used. Hence, the computation time and computer resources used to compute sunlit fractions to be used over large areas (e.g. within individual grids for the domain of a meso-scale model) is not applicable using the SCA. Whereas the much simpler zero dimensional SLUCM scheme can be used in a fraction of the time compared to the SCA.
Real world comparison
With confirmation that the two schemes produce identical results for the ILC case, the sunlit fractions determined with the SLUCM and SCA for 21 June (DOY = 172) for all of the 72, 1 km 2 grid cells that constitute the CAZ (Section 6.2.1) are compared, and then two 1 km 2 grids are compared at 1 m resolution (Section 6.2.2). Height to width ratio input to the SLUCM scheme is derived from the 4 m resolution DSM representing the real world case using Eq. (7). This equation has been chosen because, for the main application of the SLUCM (estimate of the heat fluxes in an atmospheric model), the conservation of the actual area of the different surfaces is an essential property. As urban geometry, such as building height and road width, influences the sunlit fractions the variability within the CAZ are explored. Examining the relation between mean building height (z H ) and variability of building heights (z H(sd) ) ( Fig. 7a) , it is evident that higher z H are associated with higher standard deviations in z H . The same is evident comparing z H and H/W-ratio (Fig. 7b ). The distribution of z H across the 72, 1 km 2 grids (Fig. 7c ) has a mean of 13.2 m, whereas the most common building height is in the 10.3-11.5 m range.
There is a clear relation between k P and H/W-ratio derived using Eq. (7) (Fig. 7d) , with more dense urban structures having higher H/W-values. If comparing H/W-ratio derived using Eq. (1), the scatter is increased (not shown), especially for low k P , and is probably explained by the widths calculation used in Eq. (1) (see Section 3). Despite the focus on the centre of a megacity (London), the variations in surface characteristics are large. Within this area the majority of Stewart and Oke's (2012, their Table 3 ) 10 built Local Climate Zones (LCZ) are represented based on the H/W-ratios, k P and z H surface characteristics. The Compact high-rise (LCZ 1; H/W > 2, z H > 25, k P = 0.4-0.6) as well as the Lightweight lowrise (LCZ 7; H/W > 1-2, z H > 2-4, k P 6 0.4) is not represented within the model London study area.
Sunlit fractions throughout the CAZ
The sunlit area on the canyon floor (i.e. roads, etc.) related to the full horizontal area (roads + roofs) in all the 72 grid cells for DOY 172 (21 June) are shown in Fig. 8 . Given that the full horizontal area (roads + roof) is one kilometre square for all the grid cell, the sunlit fraction on roads (roof) can be seen also as the actual sunlit area on road (roof) expressed in square kilometres. The SLUCM scheme reproduces the diurnal pattern of the shadow algorithm ( Fig. 8a cf. b) . When the k P is smallest (i.e. highly vegetated and/or open), there is a strong contrast between mornings/evenings and the middle of the day with regards to the daily pattern of sunlit on roads. Whereas for areas with larger k P values this transition is more gradual. The SLUCM scheme is able to capture these gradual transition patterns well (Fig. 8b) . As the SLUCM uses the H/W to calculate the sunlit fraction there is a strong relation between H/W ratios and sunlit fraction (Fig. 8c ). The SCA method is able to capture skewness in the sunlit fractions as the shadow is generated from real urban morphology. This can be detected for some of the 1 km 2 grids which experience either high sunlit fraction in mornings or evenings. This phenomenon can occur when, for example, half of a 1 km 2 grid is open whereas the other half is built up. These skewed pattern are not found in the SLUCM scheme. The impact on radiation fluxes occurs when the shortwave radiation is relatively low so depending on application may be small. When the components facets are normalised by the total horizontal areas (roads + roofs), the general pattern on roads is correctly reproduced (Fig. 8 ). However, a systematic underestimation by the SLUCM is evident, as average daytime errors in sunlit fractions (SCA 4m À SLUCM) as high as 7.6% occur for individual specific grid cells. The limitation of canyon orientations to eight (here) for SLUCM, accentuates this for specific orientations. However, the sunlit fraction could also be related to other area fractions. Not unexpectedly, when the road sunlit fraction is normalised by road area only (Fig. 9a ), roads and roofs (Fig. 9b ) and the total urban area (roads, roofs and walls) (Fig. 9c ) the sunlit fractions are reduced. The largest reduction is for the densest areas where the areas of the roofs and the walls are the greatest.
For the most open areas, the reduction is much smaller. In the remainder of this section the sunlit fractions are related to the total horizontal (plan) area represented by the roofs and the roads (1 km 2 ). Fig. 7 . For the 72, 1 km 2 grids the building mean heights (z H ) (a) versus standard deviations (z H(sd) ), (b) versus height to width ratio (H/W) (Eq. (7)), (c) z H frequency distribution and the (d) plan area index (k P ) versus H/W. Sunlit fractions on roofs (Fig. 10) have a different pattern to roads. Firstly, the SLUCM scheme is constant even though the urban form and fraction is changing as the roofs are treated as flat and sunlit throughout the day, and all the buildings have the same height. This simplification ignores that a roof can be shadowed by adjacent buildings as well as from structures on the roof itself (e.g. tilting roofs). Fig. 9 . Sunlit area on roads (DOY = 172) as a fraction of the different total areas within the grid: (a) roads, (b) roads and roofs ( Fig. 8a) and (c) roads, roofs and walls for each of the 72 grids (1 km 2 ) within the study area using the SLUCM scheme on the Virtual London dataset gridded at 4 m resolution. Colours based on the plan area index (k P ) colour scheme used in Fig. 8 upper. Fig. 11 . Difference in sunlit area on roofs (SLUCM-SCA) as a fraction of total area of roads and roofs for each of the 72 grids (1 km 2 ) within the study area ( Figs. 1 and 4) . Colours based on (lower) H/W-ratio in Figs. 1 and 4. The Virtual London dataset (4 m resolution) also has flat roofs, but it considers buildings of different heights. The pattern shows clearly that the roofs get shaded by other objects (buildings) nearby; hence, the lower sunlit fractions in the morning and evening for all grids within the study area (Fig. 10) . However, note that the SCA calculations in this study are made for the whole model domain simultaneously so shadows could originate from adjacent 1 km 2 grid cells. Although real, these would not be captured if the calculation were done in separate 1 km 2 grids.
There is a clear relation between increasing H/W-ratio and decreasing sunlit fractions on roofs (Fig. 10b ). As shown in Fig. 7a and b, grids with higher H/W are also those with higher values of building height standard deviation. This indicates that denser urban environments with large building height variability generate shadow patterns that produce shade to adjacent objects to a greater extent compared to less dense areas with more uniform building heights. The SLUCM systematically overestimates the sunlit fractions on roofs relative to the SCA method with a high resolution DSM, especially in the mornings and evenings where the overestimation can be as high as 50% (Fig. 11) . However, at noon, when sun altitude is relatively high and only very small roof areas are shadowed by adjacent objects, the sunlit fractions are almost the same. On a daily average (DOY = 172), this overestimation could be as high as 12.4%, with a probable further overestimation on days with lower sun altitude angles. The MBE for sunlit fractions on roads as well as roofs (SCA 4m À SLUCM) related to total horizontal area (roofs + roads) for all the 72, 1 km 2 grids are shown in Fig. 12 . There is a general overestimation of sunlit fraction on roads and underestimation for the roofs, with the absolute values being higher for roofs. There is strong relation between increased MBE of sunlit fractions on roofs related to increased H/W-ratio and k P , whereas this is not evident for the roads.
Sunlit fractions using very high resolution DSMs
Although the Virtual London dataset gridded at 4 m resolution is very detailed with regards to urban geometry (ground and building heights), features such as the distribution of flat roofs still simplify the 'real world' urban environment. To increase the accuracy of the urban geometry and form even further, the GLA LiDAR dataset gridded at 1 m resolution (see Section 2) was analysed for two 1 km 2 grids within the CAZ (Fig. 1) : 6D, a dense urban area (H/W-ratio = 1.06, k P = 0.49), and 6E an area Fig. 13 . Sunlit fractions related to total urban area (roof + roads + walls) on (a) roads, (b) roofs, (c) walls and (d) total for two 1 km grids (Fig. 1, 6D and 6E) using the SLUCM, the SCA with the 4 m resolution DSM and the SCA and 1 m DSM (DOY = 172). of much lower density (H/W-ratio = 0.27, k P = 0.23) due to both the inclusion of the river Thames and a few larger building complexes such as Waterloo railway station. The most noticeable difference between the 4 and 1 m resolution datasets is that the latter includes roof structures such as chimneys and tilting roofs that can produce shadows on that same roof, which is not possible when considering just flat roof surfaces (Fig. 2) . The red shadowed areas (Fig. 2 ) generated using the SCA are for 16:00 on 21 June (DOY = 172). On buildings with very complex roof structures the difference between the two DSMs is very noticeable. See, for example, Westminster Abbey at the centre of the two maps.
Comparing the sunlit fraction on roads (DOY = 172) related to the total urban area using SLUCM and SCA (4 and 1 m resolution DSM) schemes for grid cells 6D and 6E, the values are similar as expected (Fig. 13a) , despite increased detail from use of the 1 m resolution dataset. As shown in Section 6.2.1, the denser grid (6E) deviates more between the SLUCM scheme and the SCA. The enhanced shadow details cause the sunlit fraction of roofs to decrease with the higher resolution DSM (Fig. 13b ) by more than 10% near midday and even more during early mornings and evenings. The denser urban grid cell (6D) shows the largest decrease between the two datasets ( Fig. 13b) .
With the very high resolution DSM it is possible to examine sunlit fractions on building walls without introducing too much bias due to pixel resolution (see Section 5). Sunlit wall fraction curves ( Fig. 13c ) from SLUCM and SCA are very different, especially around noon, with the simplification of the ILC becoming evident. When the angle created by the H/W-ratio becomes lower than the sun altitude angle, one wall is always sunlit, resulting in a constant sunlit fraction of 0.5. Using the SCA with the high resolution DSM the sunlit fraction increases to a maximum at noon followed by a decrease. This could be explained by the complexity of the 'real-world' with buildings of various heights and shapes. Here, an edge detecting filter is applied and differences greater than 3 m between two adjacent pixels are considered a wall (see Appendix A). This does mean that other features such as river banks and other topographic feature can also be identified as building walls. The denser grid shows (6D) higher values of sunlit fractions on the wall since the wall area is much greater in the denser grid. There is an evident underestimation of sunlit walls for both grids.
To derive the total sunlit fraction (F S,T ) for a specific grid cell, the actual total surface area of the three components (roads, roofs and walls) need to be considered. This means, for example, that a high roof sunlit fraction can have a minor effect if the total surface area of the roofs is small. Note that the roof area is assumed to be the plan area and so excludes the additional areas from other components (e.g. sloped or dormer). For the two 1 km 2 grid cells in Fig. 13 (6D and 6E) , the total area of each surface is shown in Table 1 at 4 m resolution. The larger built fraction of 6D is from both roads and roofs compared to 6E which is dominated by roads but also includes water. The wall area for 6D is more than twice as large as any of the two other surfaces within that grid, but the less dense 6E has half the wall area. Thus, the sunlit fraction on walls will dominate the calculation of total fraction in this grid. Since the SLUCM scheme represents the urban morphology as an ILC, the dimensions of the three facets are needed (expressed in m 2 Table 1 ).
The total fraction of each urban facet that could be exposed to direct sunlight throughout a day is shown in Fig. 13d . When the two methods (SLUCM and SCA) are compared the shape is similar but SLUCM overestimates in mornings and evenings. The SLUCM results are very much influenced by the continuously sunlit roof. This is more evident in the dense urban grid (6D) with the larger roof area (Table 1) , especially during mornings and evenings. The overestimation of sunlit walls during mornings and evenings contribute to overestimation of F S,T at these time periods. There is also an overestimation by SLUCM throughout the middle of the day (Fig. 13d) for the denser grid cell (6D), whereas the less Table 1 Characteristics of the two 1 km 2 cells analysed in detail within the Central Activity Zone in London, UK. The numbers in parentheses gives the percentages of the total surface (roads, roofs and walls). For grid location see Fig. 1 dense grid yields very similar values compared to the SCA (6E). This is very much dependent on the proportions shown in Table 1 in conjunction with the calculated sunlit fractions, especially for the SCA method. Two adjacent grids (5D and 5E in Fig. 1 ) included in the domain of the GLA LiDAR dataset (Fig. 1) were also examined (not shown) and showed similar results to 6D and 6E.
Implications and conclusions
The interaction between the surface and the atmosphere is key to most meteorological applications, ranging from weather forecasting to pollutant dispersion and boundary layer height modelling. Simplifications are required in models to capture the complexity of an urban environment to simulate radiation exchange processes and the surface energy balance of cities. Two different methods to derive sunlit fractions are compared: the SLUCM with an ILC, and the more complex SCA method which uses high resolution DSMs. With a simple 3D canyon structure the SLUCM is able to represent the overall variability in sunlit patterns generated by a complex urban environment like London's CAZ, but several limitations are identified: -Sunlit fractions on roads are well represented by an ILC scheme but show a minor underestimation.
-Sunlit fractions on roofs are constantly overestimated by an ILC scheme because all the buildings have the same height, and a flat roof surface. Even using the DSM with flat roofs, this underestimation is evident due to the inability of the SLUCM to account for shading from adjacent buildings. The differences are highest during early mornings and late evenings. Overestimation is highest for dense urban areas (i.e. high H/W-ratio and/or high k P ). Using a DSM where roof structures are included (e.g. tiled roofs and chimneys, etc.) further accentuates this overestimation. -Sunlit fractions on walls are overestimated assuming an ILC during mornings and evenings. This can be explained by the difference in complexity between the two schemes where the 'real-world' case consists of buildings with various heights and shapes which create a higher proportion of shadows when the sun angle is low. -The total sunlit fraction (F S,T ) is very sensitive to the actual urban morphology and the relation between the actual areas of roads, roofs and walls. Nevertheless, the SLUCM scheme is able to estimate and capture F S,T reasonably accurately using a very simple representation of the urban environment with a simple ILC. If the three components (walls, roofs and roads) are considered separately, large errors are found.
The implications of these errors are dependent on the application targeted. For example, urban land surface models used within numerical weather prediction models frequently use a simple representation of the urban form; they will overestimate the area directly sunlit and therefore impact the radiative exchanges calculated. This error will cascade through the model calculations. Since in the SLUCM walls, roofs and roads have different albedo and thermal properties, these errors may impact the total energy budget.
The computational cost of calculating sunlit fractions on walls using a high resolution dataset is very high and therefore only the four grid cells completely included in the CAZ domain were examined. However, high resolution datasets are required in order to obtain reasonable results when estimating sunlit wall fractions since a coarse resolution DSM introduces biased results as walls are offset by the pixel resolution of the DSM. It is therefore recommended that future research should include a larger very high resolution dataset (1 m pixel resolution) to derive a better understanding on how the F S,T vary within an urban environment.
To improve the accuracy of sunlit fractions used in urban weather/climate models, attention should be directed to roofs and walls. Simpler urban land surface models will be biased by the solar incidence angle (higher during mornings and evenings) as there will be an overestimation of shortwave energy fluxes. More complex representation of the urban form may also improve the sunlit fractions on walls (e.g. Kanda et al., 2005) .
The variability of building heights within each grid cell plays a significant role for the shadow fractions on roofs. As indicated in this study the relation between mean building height and variations of building height is high. However, the scatter indicates that using only mean building height as a parameter to determine surface roughness could be misleading. Similarly sunlit fractions of roofs determinations could be improved by making use of knowledge of the varying heights (e.g. Schubert et al., 2012) but until tested it is not possible to determine if an overestimation of sunlit fractions on walls during mornings and evenings remains or not.
is to apply a 4-directional 3 Â 3 kernel majority filter on a DSM instead and then identify the differences between the original DSM and the raster produced by the filtering process. By setting a threshold limit of the height that should represent a wall (e.g. 3 m), wall pixels are identified (Fig. A2, right) . One important issue when using raster based data is not to alter the wall area as pixel resolution is changed. The wall area has to be multiplied by the pixel length. For example, using a 4 m resolution raster dataset, the wall area is calculated as the sum of pixel values (height in meter) ⁄ 4 (pixel resolution in meter). A comparison between different geodata formats and pixel resolution for the 72 1 km 2 grids is shown in Fig. A3 . Using the Virtual London (VL) vector data produces slightly higher values compared to the 4 m VL raster (Fig. A3, left) . The reason for this is probably that walls lower than 3 m, which was used as the threshold value for identifying a wall, are included in the vector dataset. This threshold should be changed based on application and urban structure (e.g. suburban or CBD). Comparing the VL raster data with a resampled (nearest neighbour) raster data based on the 1 m LiDAR dataset from Greater London Authority (GLA) show almost similar results. Fig. A3 (right) compares the GLA dataset when pixel resolution has been changed and shows that wall areas are almost preserved as pixel resolution is altered. The small difference could be explained due to the fact that the level of detail is reduced when decreasing the resolution, e.g. a very small canyon could disappear as the spatial resolution is reduced. Fig. A2 . Raster representation of a building wall (grey) based on a vector line (red), left; using a regular vector to raster converter and right; using a 4-direction maximum 3 Â 3 kernel filter. Fig. A3 . Comparision of estimated wall area for all of the 72 1 km 2 grids used in this study using different data formats and spatial resolution. Wall areas are derived using (i) Virtual London vector data (VL Vector), (ii) rasterized Virtual London vector data at 4 m resolution (VL 4m ) and (iii) rasterized LiDAR data from Greater London Authority (GLA) at 1 m resolution (GLA 1m ) and resampled to 4 m using a nearest neighbour methodology (GLA 4m ).
